
Gödel's Ahievements and their Signi�ane for Modern MathematisSy D. Friedman, Institut für Formale Logik, Universität WienAs we see in the Gödel Letures, by applying logial reasoning to preiselyde�ned onepts, mathematis leads to remarkable results, both of theoretialand pratial importane. But what is the nature of mathematial reasoning?What does it mean for a statement of mathematis to �follow logially� fromothers? Is it possible that the tehniques of mathematis are powerful enoughto answer all questions whih an be formulated in mathematial terms? Andan we be sure that mathematis will not lead us to ontraditions?Surprisingly, Gödel showed that these questions about mathematial re-asoning, sometimes alled questions of metamathematis, an be formulatedas questions within mathematis itself and be given de�nitive answers!To give some idea of how Gödel turned metamathematis into mathema-tis, onsider Aristotelian Logi. Here we have letters A,B,C ..., whih standfor statements whih an be either true or false, and we have logial onne-tives, suh as AND, OR, NOT and IMPLIES. If someone says to you �If yougive me 20 Euro I will not invite your girlfriend for o�ee�, he is saying AIMPLIES (NOT B), a statement of Aritotelian Logi, where A = �You giveme 20 Euro� and B = �I will invite your girlfriend for o�ee�. Is your friendtelling the truth? Well, either you give your friend 20 Euro or you do not,that is, either A is true or false. Similarly, either B is true or false. Thereare therefore a total of four possible ways of assigning a value T (true) orF (false) to A and B. In only one ase is your friend not telling the truth,namely, the ase where both A and B are true. So we see that your friend'sstatement follows logially from the statement NOT (A AND B). In a similarway, we an determine in �nitely-many steps if any partiular statement ofAristotelian Logi follows logially from �nitely-many other statements, bylisting all possible ways of assigning T or F to the letters A,B,C, ... whihmakes the other statements all true, and heking if the given statement ineah ase also omes out true.Mathematis requires more than Aristotelian Logi. Indeed even a simplestatement like �Everybody loves somebody sometime� requires more. We anexpress this statement asALL p EXISTS q EXISTS t (PERSON(p) AND PERSON(q) AND TIME(t)AND LOVE(p,q,t)) 1



whereALL = �for all�, EXISTS = �there exists�, PERSON(x) = �x is a person�,TIME(t) = �t is a point in time� and LOVE(p,q,t) = �p loves q at time t�.This kind of logi is alled Prediate Logi, and is su�ient to express notonly the statement above, but in fat any statement of mathematis. Thereis also a de�nition of �follows logially� for Prediate Logi, whih instead ofsimple truth values T, F makes use of interpretations or models.We ome now to the key question, ruial for our understanding of ma-thematial proof: As for Aristotelian Logi, an we determine if a partiularstatement of Prediate Logi follows logially from other statements? If theanswer is YES, then this means that with a single method or algorithm, wean deide whether or not an arbitrary mathematial statement follows fromany given set of axioms. Now there is a speial set of axioms for mathematis,the Zermelo-Fraenkel axioms for set theory, whih are su�ient to representthe tehniques used in mathematis. Thus we may have redued mathematisto simple alulation: To determine whether or not the Goldbah Conjeturean be proved, we simply apply our universal algorithm to determine whetheror not it follows logially from the Zermelo-Fraenkel axioms!Gödel showed that the answer to our question is �almost� YES, but infat NO. The idea is the following: Statements of mathematis an be ex-pressed in Prediate Logi, where they an be expressed as a �nite sequeneof symbols. By oding eah symbol by a natural number 0, 1, 2, ... we antherefore think of eah statement as a �nite sequene of natural numbers.And �nite sequenes of natural numbers an then be oded by single naturalnumbers: for example, the sequene (3, 2, 6, 1, 2) an be oded as 23325671112.The result is that eah statement of mathematis now has a ode number orGödel number in the natural numbers (turning metamathematis into ma-thematis). A onsequene of Gödel's work is that there is a preise de�nitionof what it means for a set of natural numbers to be reursive, whih meansthat with an algorithm we an test whether or not a given natural numberbelongs to the set. Similarly, there is a preise de�nition of reursively enu-merable, whih means that the elements of the set an be listed by somealgorithm. Gödel's fundamental result is this: Suppose that S is a system ofaxioms, like Zermelo-Fraenkel, whih is su�ient to arry out the alulati-ons of elementary arithmeti. Then the set of Gödel numbers of statementsof mathematis whih follow from the axioms of S is reursively enumerablebut not reursive. Applying this to the Zermelo-Fraenkel system, we see that2



there is an algorithm to list the theorems of mathematis (Gödel's Comple-teness Theorem), but none to deide whether or not a given statement isprovable within mathematis.This work also implies that mathematis is fundamentally inomplete,in the sense that there will always be statements of mathematis whih weannot prove or disprove (Gödel's First Inompleteness Theorem). Otherwisethere would be an algorithm to deide whether or not a given statement Ais provable within mathematis, as we an list the theorems of mathematisby an algorithm and wait until either the given statement A or its negation(NOT A) appears in this list; in the former ase A is a theorem and thelatter ase it is not. A �ner analysis of Gödel's proof results in his SeondInompleteness Theorem, whih says that the metamathematial statementthat mathematis is free of ontradition, whih by Gödel's work an also beexpressed mathematially, is not a theorem of mathematis.Gödel's best-known work, on inompleteness, is negative in harater: ittells us what mathematis annot do. Despite its unparalleled signi�anefor the history and foundations of mathematis, its impat on modern ma-thematis is limited. Indeed, as the Gödel Letures show, the phenomenalprogress of mathematis has not been signi�antly hindered by Gödel's in-ompleteness results.Of greater importane for modern mathematis are Gödel's positive re-sults, expressed by his Completeness Theorem and his later work in set theo-ry. The Completeness Theorem shows that a notion whih is on the surfaehighly abstrat, the notion of logial impliation, is in fat aptured by themuh more onrete notion of reursively enumerable set. This is the proto-type of a wide variety of ompleteness results throughout mathematis. Gö-del's work in set theory is surely his greatest mathematial ontribution, andits impat ontinues to be felt today. After demonstrating the fundamentalinompleteness of mathematis, Gödel provided us with an important pro-posal for how to overome it: First, he isolated a partiular interpretation ofthe Zermelo-Fraenkel axioms for mathematis, alled the universe L of on-strutible sets, and provided tehniques for determining what is true in thisuniverse. Then he proposed the addition of new axioms of �large in�nity� tothe axioms of mathematis, suggesting that these axioms may resolve manyquestions that are not answered otherwise. Subsequent work has veri�ed theorretness of Gödel's proposal, as it has developed universes similar to Gö-del's universe of onstrutible sets whih satisfy his axioms of large in�nity,3



and whih therefore go a long way toward resolving the failures of omple-teness exhibited by the usual axioms for mathematis. There is even now thehope that the axioms of large in�nity, together with the assumption that theuniverse of sets resembles Gödel's onstrutible universe, will be su�ient toanswer all meaningful questions of modern mathematis.Professor Friedman is O.-Univ. Professor für Mathematishe Logik at theUniversity of Vienna and diretor of the Institut für Formale Logik. He movedto Vienna from MIT in 1999, where he was Full Professor of Mathematis, torevive the important Vienna tradition in mathematial logi reated by Gödelin the 1930's. His institute o�ers a wide range of ourses in mathematiallogi, from Gödel's work through the modern developments in set theory, andhas beome one of the leading European enters in this �eld.
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